
Supply Chain Mapping

Track and Trace Information  
Throughout the Entire Business  
Process and Supplier Ecosystem

Texbase understands the complexity of managing the disparate 
data sources associated with product development and supply 
chains. The Texbase solution includes the most advanced data 
management capabilities for apparel, footwear and consumer 
products companies.

The solution is developed on a foundation of data to facilitate 
decision making and collaboration between brands, suppliers 
and independent testing labs. Out of the box, Texbase is en-
abled with robust and preconfigured supply chain collaboration 
capabilities including supply chain mapping.

Texbase Supply Chain Mapping aligns supplier relationships 
at every tier of the supply chain for exception management & 
visibility. Supply Chain Mapping (SCM) defines the relation-
ships between companies and the roles they play in supplying 
products or services. This is especially important when defining 
traceability within supply chains in pursuit of Quality, RSL,  
Sustainability, Corporate Social Responsibility, Conflict Mineral 
and other critical initiatives that demand an understanding of 
the organizations involved in delivering the goods or services 
that you provide to your customers.

Supply Chain Tiers

Data Driven Action

Supplier Performance 
Management

Materials, Testing and 
Compliance Integration

Supplier Collaboration
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Texbase Supply Chain Mapping  
Featured Functionality
Multi-Dimentional Mapping
 
Supply Chains can be defined across a variety of dimensions.
• Companies
• Fabrics
• Components
• Product/Seasons

Powerful Visualization

Grid and Hierarchical 
mapping.

Easy to Use

Texbase Supply Chain 
Mapping is intelligent 
and template driven with 
the flexibility to define relationships 
using contact information within the Texbase solution.

Texbase Technology

Supply Chain Mapping is software purpose-built by industry and 
technology experts, delivered as a service using a secure cloud 
infrastructure and is accessed by a web browser. The system is  
standards-based using best-in-breed software, hardware and  
management practices. Multi-layer security architecture ensures  
data protection and secure collaboration, and the infrastructure is 
housed in a Tier-3 data center providing redundancy and resiliency.  
Routing for email swatch requests to mill partners and customer  
account representatives is also easy to configure. 

About Texbase

Texbase provides compliance, quality and materials management 
software solutions that power great product experiences. We innovate 
quality assurance data management, supplier collaboration and  
product compliance solutions for the apparel, footwear and consumer 
products industries. Texbase is a pioneer in web based business  
solutions and collaboration platforms that unite brands, retailers,  
suppliers and testing labs that trace compliance and quality from raw 
materials to finished product.

Texbase Supply 
Chain Mapping 
provides the insight 
and foundation 
for achieving 
transparency and 
traceability.
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